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Abstract—This paper focuses on turbo packet combining for multirelay systems operating over multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) broadband channels. We consider a relaying protocol that represents a generalization of the classical point-to-point hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ). In this protocol, relays play the role of packet transmitters instead of the source. Packet combining has been widely studied for the point-to-point hybrid ARQ, and it has been shown that the virtual antenna–concept-based combining strategy exhibits block error rate (BLER) performance that is very close to the matched filter bound. However, the extension of this combining strategy to cooperative communications operating under the framework of broadband MIMO channels is not straightforward. In this paper, we revisit this combining strategy. First, we build an appropriate system model in such a way that the cooperation is disguised and the multirelay system becomes equivalent to a point-to-point hybrid ARQ. We investigate the outage probability and outage-based power loss of the considered multirelay system. Then, we extend the turbo packet combiner inspired by the virtual antenna concept to cooperative communications. We focus on implementation issues and propose a hybrid combining strategy. Finally, BLER performances are investigated to demonstrate the gain offered by the studied turbo packet combiner.

Index Terms—Cooperative relaying, multiple-antenna systems, packet combining, turbo equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Relaying is an efficient diversity technique that allows combatting multipath fading in wireless communications [1]. In a relay system, one or more relays assist the communication between the source and the destination to form a multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) system array and exploit space–time (ST) diversity. The presence of diversity in wireless networks is a key requirement to combat channel fading and to enable communication at high spectral efficiencies. Point-to-point hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) is a popular mechanism that has been introduced to exploit time diversity. This mechanism has been studied for many years and is still receiving considerable attention [2], [3]. However, it suffers from time diversity limitations, particularly in slow-fading environments. To mitigate this problem, Zimmermann et al. [4] have proposed cooperative relaying transmissions that exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless channel and add spatial diversity by incorporating relays in the network. In this cooperative transmissions, the relays play the role of packet transmitters instead of the source, thereby creating an independent channel to increase the diversity order. Cooperative relaying presents a good alternative to classical point-to-point hybrid ARQ in slow-fading environments and is becoming an area of wide interest for many researchers (see, for instance, [5]–[7]).

Several interesting relaying schemes have been proposed, among which are two basic modes: amplify-and-forward (AF), and decode-and-forward (DF). The AF scheme represents the simplest way that a relay may cooperate with the source and the destination. Under this scheme, the relay simply amplifies the received signal and forwards it toward the destination. On the other hand, in the DF scheme, the relay first decodes the signal received from the source, reencodes, and retransmits it to the destination. This approach suffers from error propagation when the relay transmits an erroneously decoded data block [7], [8]. Selective DF, where the relay only transmits when it can reliably decode the data packet, has been introduced as an efficient method to reduce error propagation [9]. However, the unsuccessful decoding of the data packet by one or more relays can limit the benefit of packet retransmission through relaying. In fact, in selective DF, for each incorrectly decoded packet, there is a waste of one time slot. To mitigate this problem, a modified selective DF scheme has been proposed in [7], [10], and [11]. In this scheme, when the relay fails to correctly decode the packet, it sends back a negative acknowledgment (NACK) message to the source that directly transmits the packet to the destination during the allocated relay time slot.

To improve spatial diversity gain of a relaying system, signals received over the source–destination and the relay–destination links are combined at the receiver side. In [12], Jia et al. have introduced a maximum-ratio-combining-aided strategy for the AF scheme. The proposed combiner in [12] has been designed for systems where the source broadcasts the data packet to both the relay and the destination during the first time slot, and both the source and the relay resend the packet to the destination.
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during the relaying time slot. Block equalization has been proposed in [13] for cooperative systems where the broadcast nature of the channel is not considered, i.e., the source sends to the relay during the first time slot, and both the source and the relay send to the destination in the relaying time slot. As a generalization of ARQ mechanisms, a transmission protocol called protocol II has been proposed in [14]. In this protocol, the source broadcasts the data packet to both the relay and the destination during the first time slot, whereas during the second time slot, only the relay sends the packet to the destination. To the best of the authors knowledge, previous works proposed under the framework of protocol II did not present a real study of packet combining and simply suggest the use of one of the combining techniques widely studied in the classical point-to-point hybrid ARQ [7], [15]. However, the extension of these combining strategies, particularly virtual-antenna-based combining, to cooperative communications is not straightforward, and this is what this paper aims to show. In this paper, we consider three types of relaying schemes: AF, selective DF, and modified selective DF. Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows.

• For DF schemes, i.e., selective DF and modified selective DF, we drive an appropriate system model to mask the cooperation and to simplify the application of virtual-antenna-based combining. In DF relaying, the need to mask the cooperation arises from the heterogeneous nature of cooperative networks where the source and relays can be equipped with different number of antennas. As far as we know, previous works that studied packet combining for multiantenna DF cooperative relaying assume the ST encoder used by both the source and the relays to be the same. In that case, the virtual-antenna-based combining is directly performed on the received signal with no need to mask the cooperation. However, in this paper, we focus on multirate DF cooperative relaying where the source and the relays use the same encoder but are equipped with a different number of antennas. To cover the cooperation, we derive a fixed-rate equivalent multiantenna system communication model. In this equivalent system, the multirate multinode received signals can be viewed as direct retransmissions from a virtual node with a fixed transmission rate.

• We also drive a unified communication model for AF relaying to mask the cooperation. In contrast with point-to-point hybrid ARQ, transmissions over relaying links in the AF scheme suffer from colored noise and correlation between source–relay and relay–destination multipath channels. To mask this cooperation problems, we perform whitening using Cholesky decomposition and derive an equivalent source–relay–destination channel.

• Using the proposed communication model, we extend virtual-antenna-based combining strategy to a cooperative system operating under the framework of protocol II. The proposed unified communication model for AF and DF relaying is of a great use, particularly in practical cooperative networks where the different relays selected to assist the data packet transmission between the source and the destination do not necessarily use the same relaying schemes or perform using an hybrid AF/DF scheme.¹

• Finally, we propose a low-complexity adaptive turbo packet combiner inspired by the frequency-domain (FD) MMSE (FD-MMSE) criterion. The proposed combiner is based on signal-level packet combining firstly proposed for a point-to-point hybrid ARQ [17], [18].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the unified communication model for the relaying schemes together with the multislot block communication model. In Section III, we analyze the outage probability and outage-based power loss of the considered multirelay system. Section IV details the proposed turbo combining scheme and presents the implementation cost evaluation in term of memory size and computational complexity. Performance evaluation of the proposed turbo receiver is provided in Section V. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VI.

Notations:

• $(\cdot)^\top$ and $(\cdot)^H$ are the transpose and the transpose conjugate of the argument, respectively.

• $|\cdot|$ denotes the set size.

• lcm$(M_1,\ldots,M_k)$ denotes the least common multiple of $M_1,\ldots,M_k$.

• $[x]$ denotes the ceiling of $x$, i.e., the smallest integer greater than or equal to $x$.

• diag$(\{x\})$ and diag$(\{X_1,\ldots,X_m\})$ denote the diagonal matrix and the block diagonal matrix constructed from $x \in \mathbb{C}^n$ and from $X_1,\ldots,X_m \in \mathbb{C}^{n_1 \times n_2}$, respectively.

• For $x \in \mathbb{C}^{T,N}$, $x_j$ denotes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of $x$, i.e., $x_j = U_{T,N} x$, with $U_{T,N} = U_T \otimes I_N$, where $I_N$ is the $N \times N$ identity matrix, $U_T$ is a unitary $T \times T$ matrix whose $(m,n)$th element is $(U_T)_{mn} = (1/\sqrt{T}) e^{-j(2\pi mn/T)}$, $j = \sqrt{-1}$, and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product.

• $X^{(k)}(1),\ldots,X^{(k)}(K)$ denote multiple-slot transmission vectors and matrices, where $x^{(1)},\ldots,x^{(k)}$ and $X^{(1)},\ldots,X^{(k)}$ are, respectively, vectors and matrices corresponding to time slot 1,\ldots,$k$, grouped in such a way to construct virtual receive antennas.

II. RELAY SYSTEM MODEL

A. Multirelay Transmission Scheme

We consider a multirelay-assisted wireless communication system, where the $M_S$ antenna source terminal denoted as $S$ transmits information blocks to the $M_D$ antenna destination terminal denoted as $D$ with the assistance of $K − 1$ dedicated relays denoted as $R_2,\ldots,R_{k+1}$. Each relay $R_k$ is equipped with $M_{R_k}$ transmit and receive antennas. In this paper, the multirelay-assisted system is assumed to be heterogeneous, which means that the $K − 1$ selected relays do not necessarily use the same type of relaying schemes. We

¹In a hybrid AF/DF scheme, depending on the channel condition of the source–relay link, the better scheme between AF and DF is selected [16].

²The selection of the best candidate node to participate in the packet retransmissions can be performed using one of the relay selection algorithms proposed in the literature [19]–[21]. However, relay selection is beyond the scope of this paper.
consider a relaying system using up to $K$ time slots to send one information block from the source to the destination to guarantee orthogonal transmissions. The first time slot is a broadcasting slot where the source sends the data packet to the $K - 1$ relays and the destination. The remaining time slots are relaying slots that are reserved for packet retransmission. The block diagram of the considered system is depicted in Fig. 1. Therefore, once decoding is successful, the destination broadcasts an ACK message to the source and the relays to stop relaying the current block and move on to the next information block. However, if the destination fails to correctly decode the data packet, it broadcasts a NACK message. In that case, only one node will retransmit the data packet during the allocated time slots, whereas the other nodes keep silent. We suppose perfect packet error detection and message. In that case, only one node will retransmit the data packet.

The channel matrices corresponding to the $A \rightarrow B$ link are $\mathbf{H}_{AB}^{(1)}$, ..., $\mathbf{H}_{AB}^{(L_{AB})}$, with $L_{AB}$ denotes the number of symbol-spaced taps, $A \in \{S, R_k\}$, and $B \in \{R_k, D\}$. Their entries are zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables. Cyclic-prefix (CP) transmission is assumed for all links. This prevents interblock interference and allows us to use FD processing at the receiver side. The average received energy values of the different links are denoted by $E_{SR_k}, E_{SD}$, and $E_{R_kD}$ and take into account the path loss of each link. We suppose perfect receive channel state information (CSI) at the relays and the destination. We also assume limited transmit CSI at the source and the relays, i.e., the transmitter is only aware of the channel taps maximum delay.

First, the source encodes its data blocks using an ST bit-interleaved coded modulation (ST-BICM) encoder. In fact, a data block is coded using a $\rho$-rate encoder, interleaved with the aid of a semirandom interleaver and then symbol mapped to one of the constellation $\mathcal{S}$, and spatial multiplexing over $M_S$ transmit antennas. The rate of this ST code is therefore $R_1 = \rho M_S \log_2(|\mathcal{S}|)$. Moreover, to have independent transmitted symbols, we assume the presence of sufficiently deep interleaver. The resulting symbol vector is given by

$$\mathbf{s} \triangleq \left[ \mathbf{s}_0^{(1)} \mathbf{s}_1^{(1)} \mathbf{s}_{T_1-1}^{(1)} \right]^\top \in \mathcal{S}^{M_1T_1} \quad (1)$$

where

$$\mathbf{s}_i^{(1)} \triangleq \left[ \mathbf{s}_{1,i}^{(1)} \mathbf{s}_{2,i}^{(1)} \ldots \mathbf{s}_{M_1,i}^{(1)} \right]^\top \in \mathcal{S}_i \quad (2)$$

is the symbol vector at channel use $i = 0, \ldots, T_1 - 1$ and $M_1 = M_S$. During the first time slot, the source inserts a CP symbol word of length $T_{\text{CP}} = \max_{k=2,\ldots,K}(L_{SR_k}, L_{SD})$ and then broadcasts the resulting symbol frame. After CP deletion, the baseband $M_D \times 1$ signal vector obtained at the destination side is given by

$$\mathbf{y}_i^{(1)} = \sqrt{E_{SD}} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{SD}-1} \mathbf{H}_i^{(1)} \mathbf{s}_{(i-l) \mod T_1} + \mathbf{n}_i^{(1)} \quad (3)$$

where $\mathbf{H}_i^{(1)} = \mathbf{H}_i^{(SD)}$, and $\mathbf{n}_i^{(1)} \sim \mathcal{N}(0_{M_D \times 1}, \sigma^2 \mathbf{I}_{M_D})$ is the thermal noise. During the following $K - 1$ time slots, the transmission strategy depends on the considered relaying scheme. In the following, our main focus is to derive a unified communication model to mask the cooperation.

### B. DF Relaying

In both DF schemes, i.e., selective DF and modified selective DF, each relay first decodes the received signal packet. If the decoding outcome is correct, the relay reencodes the information block, and upon the reception of a NACK message from the destination, the relay retransmits the resulting symbol block during the allocated time slot. If the relay $k$ decoding outcome is erroneous, the packet retransmission is not activated during time slot $k$ for selective DF. However, for modified selective DF, the relay broadcasts a NACK message to both the destination and the source to indicate that, during the allocated time slot, the source is going to directly retransmit the symbol frame to the destination. For each DF scheme, an example of frame sequence structure is depicted in Fig. 2.

In this paper, we assume that all relays use the same BICM encoder as the source, i.e., the same channel encoder, the same interleaver, and the same constellation set. However, the transmission rate can change from time slot to time slot depending on the number of relay transmit antennas. As far as we know, previous works that studied DF relay communication systems have focused on a fixed transmission rate. It has been assumed that the number of relay antennas is equal to or greater than the number of source antennas, i.e., $M_{R_k} \geq M_S$, and the relay uses only $M_S$ transmit antennas for packet relaying. This reduces the interantenna interference and simplifies the signal level packet combining at the destination side [9]. This assumption does not

---

3In practical wireless systems, error-free ACK/NACK feedback is not a realistic assumption. Although the study of ACK/NACK feedback errors is out of the scope of this paper, such errors can be quite important [22] and merit further consideration.
necessarily hold when the different nodes in the network are equipped with a different number of antennas. In this paper, we consider a general case where some relays could have a less number of antennas than the source.\(^5\) i.e., \(M_{R_k} < M_S \forall k\). In this paper, we refer to this kind of system as a multirate cooperative system. Note that for the case where \(M_{R_k} \geq M_S\), the relay \(k\) uses only \(M_S\) transmit antennas for packet relaying.

Therefore, if the data packet is correctly decoded, the relay reencodes it using the same BICM encoder as the source. During the allocated time slot, the relay retransmits the resulting symbol vector to the destination using \(M_k\) transmit antennas, i.e., \(M_k = M_S\) if \(M_{R_k} \geq M_S\); otherwise, \(M_k = M_{R_k}\). Note that the transmission rate of the relay \(k\) is then \(R_k = (M_k/M_S)R_1\). As a result, we get multirate transmissions where the same symbol block at the output of the BICM encoder is mapped over different number of antennas and transmitted using \(T_k = (M_S/M_k)T_1\) channel uses. At time slot \(k = 2, \ldots, K\), the resulting symbol vector at channel use \(i = 0, \ldots, T_k - 1\) is given by

\[
s_i^{(k)} = \left[ s_{1,i}^{(k)}, \ldots, s_{M_k,i}^{(k)} \right]^T \in \mathbb{S}^{M_k}. \tag{4}
\]

Before transmission, the relay inserts a CP symbol word of length \(T_{CP}^{(k)} \geq L_{R_kD}\). Therefore, at time slot \(k = 2, \ldots, K\), the received signal at the destination side is expressed as

\[
\hat{y}_1^{(k)} = \sqrt{E_k} \sum_{l=0}^{L_r^{(k)}-1} \hat{H}_i^{(k)} s_{(l-i) \mod T_k} + \mathbf{n}_i^{(k)} \tag{5}
\]

where \(\hat{H}_i^{(k)} = H_i^{R_1D} \in \mathbb{C}^{M_S \times M_k}\), \(L_r^{(k)} = L_{R_kD}\), and \(E_k = E_{R_kD}\). For modified selective DF, if the relay decoding outcome is erroneous, the relay broadcasts a NACK message to both the destination and the source to indicate that, during the allocated time slot, the source is going to directly send the symbol frame to the destination. In this case, the received signal at the destination side is expressed as in (5), with \(T_k = T_1\), \(M_k = M_1\), \(s_i^{(k)} = s_1^{(1)}\), \(\hat{H}_i^{(k)} = H_i^{SD}\), \(L_r^{(k)} = L_{SD}\), and \(E_k = E_{SD}\).

\(^5\)In this unbalanced link, i.e., receive antennas are less than transmit antennas, the relay cannot correctly decode the received packet. However, this problem can be overcome by using virtual antenna packet combining at the DF relay node. Note that in the studied cooperative system, the source retransmits the symbol frame during the relaying time slots if a modified selective DF relay fails to correctly decode the received signal packet. In this case, we make use of the broadcast nature of the channel, and the retransmitted signal packet can be received by both the destination and DF relays. By combining the multiselot received signals, the relay creates an additional set of virtual receive antennas and, therefore, mitigates the unbalanced link problem.

At each time slot \(k = 1, \ldots, K\), the block communication model at the destination side can be written as

\[
y^{(k)} = \mathbf{H}^{(k)} s + \mathbf{n}^{(k)} \tag{6}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{y}^{(k)} & \triangleq \left[ y_0^{(k)} , \ldots , y_{T_k-1}^{(k)} \right]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{M_D T_k} \\
\mathbf{s} & \triangleq \left[ s_0^{(k)} , \ldots , s_{T_k-1}^{(k)} \right]^T \in \mathbb{S}^{M_k T_k} \\
\mathbf{n}^{(k)} & \triangleq \left[ n_0^{(k)} , \ldots , n_{T_k-1}^{(k)} \right]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{M_D T_k}
\end{align*}
\]

\(\mathbf{H}^{(k)} \in \mathbb{C}^{T_k M_D \times T_k M_k}\) is a block circulant matrix whose first \(T_k M_D \times M_k\) column matrix is \(\left[H_0^{(k)}, \ldots, H_{L_k-1}^{(k)}\right]\), \(0_{M_k \times (T_k-L_k)M_D}\), and \(M_k\) and \(T_k\) are, respectively, the number of transmit antennas and the number of channel uses during time slot \(k\). Note that the time-slot index \(k\) is not used for the symbol vector \(s\) because it is the same for all time slots (the source and the relays use the same BICM encoder).

Our main focus is to derive a fixed-rate equivalent MIMO system block communication model where the multirate multinode received signals can be viewed as direct retransmissions from a virtual node with a fixed transmission rate. Using communication model (6), the studied relaying system can be viewed as a point-to-point hybrid ARQ system with \(M = \text{lcm}(M_1, \ldots, M_K)\) transmit antennas and \(N_k = m_k M_D\) receive antennas, where \(m_k = (M/M_k)\). The equivalent MIMO system has a fixed transmission rate \(R = (M/M_1)R_1\). At each time slot \(k = 1, \ldots, K\), the symbol vector at the output of the fixed-rate virtual transmitter node is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{s} & \triangleq \left[ s_0, \ldots , s_{T-1} \right]^T \in \mathbb{S}^{MT} \\
\mathbf{s}_i & \triangleq \left[ s_{i,1}, \ldots , s_{i,M_i} \right]^T \in \mathbb{S}^{M_i}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(T = (T_k/m_k)\) is the fixed number of channel uses in the equivalent MIMO system. The virtual MIMO channel has \(L_k = \left[ L_k/m_k \right]\) symbol-spaced taps. The channel matrix of the \(l\)th tap is expressed according to

\[
\hat{H}_l^{(k)}(m_k) = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{H}_l^{(k)}(m_k) & \hat{H}_l^{(k)}(m_k-1) & \cdots & \hat{H}_l^{(k)}(l-1) m_k + 1
\end{bmatrix} \tag{9}
\]

\[\in \mathbb{C}^{N_k \times M}\]
with
\[
\tilde{H}_l^{(k)} = 0_{MD 	imes M_k} \quad \forall l < 0 \text{ and } l > L_k - 1. \tag{10}
\]
The \(N_k \times 1\) virtual received signal at channel use \(i = 1, \ldots, T\) can therefore be expressed similarly to (5) as
\[
y_i^{(k)} = \sqrt{E_k} \sum_{l=0}^{L_k-1} H_l^{(k)} s_{(i-l)} \mod T + n_i^{(k)} \tag{11}
\]
where \(n_i^{(k)} \sim \mathcal{N}(0_{N_k \times 1}, \sigma^2 I_{N_k})\) is the thermal noise at the virtual receiver.

### C. AF Relaying

In the AF scheme, the relay amplifies and sends the block of received signals to the destination. At each relay \(R_k\), the \(M_k \times 1\) received signal, after CP removal, is expressed as
\[
y_i^{(SR_k)} = \sqrt{E_{SR_k}} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{SR_k}-1} H_l^{(SR_k)} s_{(i-l)} \mod T + n_i^{(SR_k)} \tag{12}
\]
where \(n_i^{(SR_k)} \sim \mathcal{N}(0_{M_k \times 1}, \sigma^2 I_{M_k})\) is the thermal noise at the relay. The relay first normalizes received signals \(y_i^{(SR_k)}\) as
\[
y_i^{(SR_k)} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{M_k E_{SR_k} + \sigma^2}} y_i^{(SR_k)} \tag{13}
\]
and then inserts a CP signal word of length \(T_D(k) \geq L_{RD}\) and transmits the resulting signal packet to the destination during time slot \(k\). After CP deletion, the \(M_D \times 1\) received signal at the destination side, during time slot \(k\) can be expressed according to
\[
y_i^{(RD)} = \sqrt{E_{RD}} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{RD}-1} H_l^{(RD)} y_{(i-l)}^{(SR_k)} \mod T_1 + n_i^{(RD)} \tag{14}
\]
where \(n_i^{(SR_k)}\) is the effective zero-mean Gaussian noise given by
\[
n_i^{(SR_k)} = \sqrt{E_{RD}} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{RD}-1} H_l^{(RD)} n_{(i-l)}^{(SR_k)} \mod T_1 + n_i^{(SR_k)} \tag{15}
\]
To cover the cooperation and to simplify the application of virtual antenna concept, we derive an equivalent multipath channel corresponding to link \(S \rightarrow R_k \rightarrow D\) and perform whitening using Cholesky decomposition. The equivalent multipath source–relay–destination channel has \(L_{RD} = L_{SR_k} + L_{RD} - 1\) symbol-spaced taps. The \(lth\) equivalent tap channel matrix is the discrete convolution of channels corresponding to \(S \rightarrow R_k\) and is \(R_k \rightarrow D\) links and is expressed as
\[
H_l^{(SR_k)} = \begin{cases} 
\min(l, L_{RD} - 1) H_l^{(RD)} H_l^{(SR_k)} \ 	ext{if } L_{RD} \geq L_{SR_k} \\
\min(l, L_{SR_k} - 1) H_l^{(RD)} H_l^{(SR_k)} \ 	ext{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \tag{16}
\]
Using this equivalent channel, we can rewrite the received signal in (14) as
\[
y_i^{(RD)} = \sqrt{E_{RD} E_{SR_k}} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{SR_k}-1} H_l^{(SR_k)} s_{(i-l)} \mod T_1 + \tilde{n}_i^{(SR_k)} \tag{17}
\]
Note that the effective noise at the destination is colored due to the convolution by the \(R_k \rightarrow D\) channel. Its conditional covariance matrix (i.e., conditioned upon \(H^{(RD)}\)) is given by
\[
\Theta^{H^{(RD)}} = \sigma^2 \left( I_{MD} + \frac{E_{RD} E_{SR_k}}{M_k E_{SR_k} + \sigma^2} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{SR_k}-1} H_l^{(RD)} H_l^{(RD)} \right). \tag{18}
\]
We therefore proceed to a Cholesky-decomposition-aided whitening, i.e., \(\Theta^{H^{(RD)}} = \sigma^2 I_{DD}\), where \(L\) is a \(M_D \times M_D\) lower triangular matrix. This yields the following signal vector:
\[
y_i^{(k)} = L^{-1} y_i^{(RD)}. \tag{19}
\]
The received signal at the destination side can therefore be expressed as in (11), where
\[
\begin{align*}
H_l^{(k)} &= L^{-1} H_l^{(SR_k)} \\
&= \begin{cases} 
\frac{E_{RD}}{M_k E_{SR_k} + \sigma^2} \sum_{l=0}^{L_{RD}-1} H_l^{(RD)} s_{(i-l)} \mod T_1 + L_k \\
T_1 \\
N_k = M_D
\end{cases} \tag{20}
\end{align*}
\]
with \(n_i^{(k)} \sim \mathcal{N}(0_{M_D \times 1}, \sigma^2 I_{M_D})\) is the whitened effective noise at the destination side.

### D. Multislot Block Communication Model

Using the unified communication model (11), the received signals during the relaying time slots can be viewed as direct retransmissions from the source, as shown in Fig. 3. In fact, (11) is of a great importance as it allows us to apply the virtual antenna concept at the destination side, i.e., each relaying time slot can be viewed as an additional set of virtual receive antennas. Therefore, after \(k\) time slots, the system (source, \(k - 1\) relays, and destination) can be viewed as a point-to-point MIMO link with \(M\) transmit and \(N \leq k\) receive antennas. First, we introduce
\[
\mathbf{y}_i^{(k)} = \left[ y_i^{(1)^T}, \ldots, y_i^{(k)^T} \right]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}}. \tag{21}
\]
where reception over multiple time slots can be viewed as multiantenna reception. Then, we construct the \( N^{(k)}T \times 1 \) block received signal vector \( \mathbf{y}^{(k)} \) as
\[
\mathbf{y}^{(k)} = \mathbf{H}^{(k)} \mathbf{s} + \mathbf{n}^{(k)}
\]
(23)

The block communication model corresponding to this \( k \)-slot scheme is given by
\[
\mathbf{y}^{(k)} = \mathbf{H}^{(k)} \mathbf{s} + \mathbf{n}^{(k)}
\]
(23)

where \( \mathbf{H}^{(k)} \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}T \times MT} \) is a block circulant matrix whose first \( N^{(k)}T \times M \) block column matrix is
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{H}_{1}^{(k)}\mathbf{L}^{-1} \\
\vdots \\
\mathbf{H}_{L}^{(k)}\mathbf{L}^{-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
(24)

with
\[
L = \max_{k=1,\ldots,K} (L_k)
\]
(25)

\[
\begin{cases}
\mathbf{H}_l^{(k)} \triangleq \left[ \sqrt{E_n} \mathbf{H}_I^{(k)}(1), \ldots, \sqrt{E_n} \mathbf{H}_I^{(k)}(1) \right] \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}T \times M}
\end{cases}
\]
(25)

\[
\mathbf{n}^{(k)} = \left[ \mathbf{n}_0^{(k)}, \ldots, \mathbf{n}_{T-1}^{(k)} \right] \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}T}
\]
(26)

denotes the thermal noise present in the \( k \)-slot equivalent MIMO system, where \( \mathbf{n}_i^{(k)} \triangleq [\mathbf{n}_i^{(1)}, \ldots, \mathbf{n}_i^{(k)}]^T \sim \mathcal{N}(0_{N^{(k)}T}, \sigma^2 I_{N^{(k)}}) \). Applying the DFT to the \( k \)-slot block signal vector (23) yields the following FD block communication model:
\[
\mathbf{y}^{(k)}_f = \mathbf{A}^{(k)} \mathbf{s}_f + \mathbf{n}^{(k)}_f
\]
(27)

where
\[
\begin{cases}
\mathbf{A}^{(k)} \triangleq \text{diag} \left( \mathbf{A}^{(k)}_0, \ldots, \mathbf{A}^{(k)}_{T-1} \right) \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}T \times MT} \\
\mathbf{A}^{(k)}_i = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \mathbf{H}^{(k)}(l) e^{-j(2\pi il/T)} \in \mathbb{C}^{N^{(k)}T \times MT}
\end{cases}
\]
(28)

Note that in the case of selective DF, if the relay \( k \) decoding outcome is erroneous, the packet retransmission is not activated during time slot \( k \). In this case, \( N_{k} = 0 \), and \( \mathbf{y}^{(k)}_f \) is an empty vector.

III. OUTAGE BEHAVIOR PROBABILITY AND OUTAGE-BASED TRANSMIT POWER LOSS

Here, we evaluate outage probability and the outage-based transmit power loss of the proposed combining strategy for different relay configurations.

A. Outage Probability

The outage probability is regarded as a meaningful tool for evaluating the performance of nonergodic channels, i.e., block-fading quasi-static channels, as it provides a lower bound on the BLER [23, p. 187]. In this paper, we are interested in analyzing cooperative ARQ communications where packet relaying is activated only if the destination fails to decode the initially transmitted data packet. In such a scenario, packet combining starts when the direct link is in outage, i.e., \( k \geq 2 \). At each slot \( k \geq 2 \), \( k \) copies of the transmitted packet are available at the destination side: one from the direct link and \( k-1 \) from relaying links. Therefore, the \( k \)-slot relaying system can be viewed as a repetition coding scheme where \( k \) parallel subchannels are used to transmit one symbol message [23, p. 194]. Using the unified communication model (27), the outage probability of the studied relaying schemes, for a given SNR \( \gamma \) per receive antenna and at a target transmission rate \( R \), can be expressed as in [24], i.e.,
\[
P_{\text{out}}(R, \gamma, k) = \Pr \left\{ \frac{1}{k} \sum_{f=1}^{k} \log_2 \left( \det \left( \mathbf{I}_{N^{(k)}} + \frac{\gamma}{M} \mathbf{A}_f^{(k)} \mathbf{A}_f^{(k)H} \right) \right) < R, A_1, \ldots, A_{k-1} \right\}
\]
(29)

where \( A_d \) denotes the event that the destination sends a NACK message at slot \( u \). In the case of independent and identically distributed circularly symmetric complex channel inputs, the mutual information \( I(s_f, y_f^{(k)} | A^{(k)}, \gamma) \) in (29) can be expressed as in [25], i.e.,
\[
I(s_f, y_f^{(k)} | A^{(k)}, \gamma) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \log_2 \left( \det \left( \mathbf{I}_{N^{(k)}} + \frac{\gamma}{M} \mathbf{A}_i^{(k)} \mathbf{A}_i^{(k)H} \right) \right)
\]
(30)

Note that, for a selective DF scheme, the number of transmitted packet copies is \( \leq k \). In fact, for selective DF, packet retransmission does not occur at slot \( u \) (\( 2 \leq u \leq k \)) if the \( S \rightarrow R_d \) link is in outage. However, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that slot \( u \) is allocated for packet retransmission, even when relaying is deactivated.
B. Outage-Based Transmit Power Loss

Let \( p \) count the number of transmitted information blocks, \( q = 1, \cdots, p \) denote the block index, \( T_q \) be the number of slots used for transmitting block \( q \), and \( \Gamma \) be the transmit power used at each transmission slot.\(^8\) Therefore, for a given number of time slots \( K \), SNR \( \gamma \), and rate \( R \), the average transmit power is

\[
\Gamma_{\text{avg}} = \lim_{p \to \infty} \frac{1}{p} \sum_{q=1}^{p} T_q \Gamma = \mathbb{E}[T|K, \gamma, R] \Gamma. \tag{31}
\]

This indicates that a cooperative relaying system using \( K \) time slots to transmit one data block and operating with rate \( R \) at SNR \( \gamma \) incurs an outage-based transmit power loss of \( 10 \log_{10}(\mathbb{E}[T|K, \gamma, R]) \) compared with a system using one time slot \( K = 1 \) (i.e., no packet retransmissions).

C. Outage Analysis

Here, we analyze the outage probability and the outage-based transmit power loss of the studied relaying schemes. We use Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate system outage probability given by (29). First, we generate MIMO channel matrices corresponding to the \( S \to D \) link and compute the mutual achievable rate using (30) for \( k = 1 \). If the achievable rate is greater than \( R \), the system is declared in a nonoutage, relaying is therefore deactivated, and the system moves on to the transmission of the next block. However, if the target rate \( R \) is not reached when \( k = 1 \), the first relaying link MIMO channel matrices are generated depending on the relaying scheme in use, and the mutual achievable rate is recalculated for \( k = 2 \). The relaying process is stopped, and the processing of the next block transmission is started either because the achievable rate is greater than \( kR \) at slot \( k \leq K \) or the system is in outage, i.e., the achievable rate is below \( kR \) at the last slot \( K \). For simulations, we choose a \( T = 512 \) channel use. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all relays are at the same distance from both the source and the destination. We consider a homogeneous case where the distances between the source and relay \( l_{SR} \), relay and destination \( l_{RD} \), and source and destination \( l_{SD} \) are normalized in such a way that \( l_{SR} + l_{RD} = l_{SD} = 1 \). All links have the same frequency-selective fading channel profile, i.e., \( L = 3 \) equal power paths with the same path-loss exponent \( \kappa = 3 \). The link average energy is \( E_{AB} = (l_{AB})^{-\kappa} \) with \( A = S \) or \( R \), and \( B = R \) or \( D \). The SNR \( l_{SD} \) appearing in all figures is the \( S \to D \) link SNR per useful bit per receive antenna.

First, we check the behavior of the different relaying schemes when the location of relays is changed. For this purpose, we consider the performance of relaying schemes in terms of both outage probability and outage-based transmit power loss. Then, we use conventional hybrid ARQ\(^9\) as a reference to show the diversity gain of the studied relaying schemes over the direct-link retransmissions.

In Fig. 4, we consider a one-relay cooperative ARQ system \( (K = 2 \) time slots), where all nodes are equipped with two antennas, i.e., \( M_S = M_R = M_D = 2 \). The figure reports the outage probability and the outage-based transmit power loss versus \( l_{SR} \) for \( S \to D \) link SNR, i.e., \( \text{SNR}_{SD} = 3 \) dB. In the legend, \( \text{modified selective DF (Slow Ch)} \) and \( \text{modified selective DF (fast Ch)} \) denote the modified selective DF scheme operating over a \( S \to D \) long-term static channel, where the channel is constant over \( K \) consecutive time slots, and a \( S \to D \) short-term static channel, where the channel independently changes from time slot to time slot, respectively. In Fig. 4(a), we notice that the optimal relay location for all studied schemes is \( l_{SR} = 0.5 \). Moreover, the results show that AF and DF relaying outperform each other, depending on the relay location. In fact, the AF scheme seems to be more suitable for locations close to the destination, i.e., \( l_{SR} \geq 0.6 \). However, for locations close to

\(^8\)We consider a short-term power-constraint scenario where the same power \( \Gamma \) is used for all transmission slots, i.e., the \( k \)th-slot transmit power is \( \Gamma_k = \Gamma \forall k \).

\(^9\)In this conventional packet retransmission scheme, the packet is directly retransmitted by the source without relay assistance.
the source, the relay experiences better radio conditions, and the probability of successful data packet decoding becomes higher. In this case, DF schemes are more suitable. Furthermore, the studied DF schemes have similar performances when $l_{SR} \geq 0.8$, the outage-based loss is 3 dB for modified selective DF, whereas it is less than 1 dB for selective DF. Motivated by these simulation results, selective DF can be considered as the best DF relaying scheme for slow-fading scenarios where $M_D \geq M_S$ and $M_S < M_R$. Then, we focus on implementation cost and present a memory size and computational complexity evaluation of the different studied combining schemes. Note that the studied combiners are not particular to relaying but can also be used for the classical chase-type point-to-point hybrid ARQ.

### IV. Low-Complexity Minimum Mean Square Error-Based Frequency Domain Turbo Packet Combining

Here, we introduce a low-complexity FD-MMSE-based packet combining strategy for cooperative single-carrier ARQ communication systems. First, we briefly describe the considered turbo packet combining strategy and introduce a hybrid combining strategy suitable to both $M_D \geq M_S$ and $M_S < M_R$. Then, we focus on implementation cost and present a memory size and computational complexity evaluation of the different studied combining schemes. Note that the studied combiners are not particular to relaying but can also be used for the classical chase-type point-to-point hybrid ARQ.

#### A. Soft FD-MMSE-Based Turbo Combining

The decoding of the information frame is iteratively performed through the exchange of soft information between the soft combiner, i.e., the joint FD-MMSE-based equalization and packet combining, and the soft-input–soft-output (SISO) decoder. First, the soft combiner computes extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) about coded and interleaved bits using a priori information and signals received during time slots 1, ..., $k$. Second, the generated time-domain soft output is deinterleaved and transferred to the SISO decoder to compute a posteriori LLR on useful bits and extrinsic information on coded bits. After a preset number of iterations, the decision about the data packet is performed. If the packet is incorrectly decoded, a NACK message is sent to relay $k + 1$ to start packet retransmission at time slot $k + 1$. If the packet is correctly decoded, the destination broadcasts an ACK message to the source and the relays to stop relaying and move on to the next data packet during the next time slot. The general block diagram of the iterative receiver is presented in Fig. 6.

1) Conventional Combining Strategy: At each turbo iteration, the soft FD-MMSE packet combiner produces the additional 2 dB of SNR, in the case of AF and DF relaying schemes. However, when retransmission through the $S \rightarrow D$ link sees different and independent channel realizations, i.e., direct link (Fast Ch), the use of AF or DF schemes introduce only a better SNR gain with no increase in the diversity order.

---

**Fig. 5.** Outage probability versus $\text{SNR}_{SD}$ for $l_{SR} = 0.5$, $L = 3$, and path-loss exponent $\kappa = 3$.

---

**Fig. 6.** Block diagram of the turbo packet combining receiver scheme at time slot $k$. In this case, DF schemes are more suitable. Furthermore, the studied DF schemes have similar performances when $l_{SR} \leq 0.4$. For relay locations where $l_{SR} \geq 0.6$, a modified selective DF scheme clearly outperforms the selective DF scheme. However, when the $S \rightarrow D$ link experiences slow fading, i.e., the $S \rightarrow D$ channel is constant during $K$ consecutive time slots, and retransmission through the $S \rightarrow D$ link provides no time diversity, the gap becomes too small. Note that the selective DF does not involve the source during the relaying time slots and thereby achieves an important power saving over modified selective DF. In fact, in Fig. 4(b), we observe clearly that, for locations where $l_{SR} \geq 0.8$, the outage-based loss is 3 dB for modified selective DF, whereas it is less than 1 dB for selective DF. Motivated by these simulation results, selective DF can be considered as the best DF relaying scheme for slow-fading $S \rightarrow D$ link with a small loss in the outage probability performance.

Fig. 5 shows the outage probability versus $\text{SNR}_{SD}$ for one- and two-relay cooperative ARQ systems ($K = 2$ and $K = 3$), where all relays are at $l_{SR} = l_{SR_2} = l_{SR_3} = 0.5$, based on the results in Fig. 4(a). Here, we consider a multirelay cooperative ARQ system where all nodes are equipped with two antennas, i.e., $M_S = M_{R_2} = M_{R_3} = M_D = 2$. In the legend, direct link (Slow Ch) and direct link (Fast Ch) denote the conventional hybrid ARQ operating over a $S \rightarrow D$ long-term static channel and a $S \rightarrow D$ short-term static channel, respectively. In Fig. 5, we see clearly that the studied relaying scheme has a better diversity order than the conventional hybrid ARQ operating over a $S \rightarrow D$ long-term static channel. For $K = 3$, the curve steeper slopes from a factor of less than 50 decrease in outage probability for each additional 2 dB of SNR, in the case of direct link (Slow Ch). $^{10}$ to a factor of 500 decrease in outage probability for each additional 2 dB of SNR.

$^{10}$In the case of direct link (Slow Ch), the outage probability decreases from $2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ at SNR of 4 dB to $7 \times 10^{-3}$ at SNR of 6 dB. This represents a factor of 36 decrease in outage probability for each additional 2 dB of SNR.

$^{11}$ AF and DF outage curves have the same slopes. For $K = 3$, the outage probability of AF scheme decreases from $2 \times 10^{-2}$ at SNR of 2 dB to $4 \times 10^{-5}$ at SNR of 4 dB. This represents a factor of 500 decrease in outage probability for each additional 2 dB of SNR.
FD-MMSE estimate $z_f$ on $s_f$ with the aid of the block communication model (27) and a priori information fed back by the SISO decoder. Soft intersymbol interference (ISI) cancellation and MMSE filtering can then be implemented in the FD using the following forward-and-backward filtering structure as follows [26]:

$$z_f^{(k)} = \Phi_f^{(k)} y_f^{(k)} - \Psi_f^{(k)} \hat{s}_f$$

where $\hat{s}_f$ denotes the DFT of the conditional expectation (i.e., computed based on a priori LLRs) of $s$, and $\Phi_f^{(k)} = \text{diag}\{\Phi_0^{(k)}, \ldots, \Phi_{T-1}^{(k)}\}$ and $\Psi_f^{(k)} = \text{diag}\{\Psi_0^{(k)}, \ldots, \Psi_{T-1}^{(k)}\}$ are the multirelay joint forward-and-backward filters given by

$$\begin{align*}
\Phi_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \Lambda_i^{(k)} H_i^{(k)} \Lambda_i^{(k)^{-1}} \\
B_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \sigma_i^2 I_{N(i)} + \Lambda_i^{(k)} \Xi \Lambda_i^{(k)H} \\
\Psi_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \Phi_i^{(k)} \Lambda_i^{(k)} - \Upsilon^{(k)} \\
\Upsilon^{(k)} &\triangleq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \Phi_i^{(k)} \Lambda_i^{(k)}.
\end{align*}$$

In (33), $\Xi$ denotes the unconditional symbol covariance matrix computed as the time average of conditional covariances $\Xi_i$ defined as

$$\Xi_i \triangleq \text{diag} \{\sigma_{1,i}^2, \ldots, \sigma_{M,i}^2\}$$

where $\sigma_{1,i}^2$ is the conditional variance of symbol $s_{t,i}$. The inverse DFT of $z_f^{(k)}$ is then computed, thereby yielding the following time-domain equalized vector:

$$z^{(k)} = U^{H}_{T,M} z_f^{(k)}.$$  

The MMSE estimate $\hat{s}_t^{(k)}$ corresponding to antenna $t$ and channel use $i$ can simply be extracted from $z^{(k)}$ as $\hat{e}_t^{(k)} = e_{t,i}^{(k)}$, where $e_{t,i}^{(k)}$ denotes the $(M+i)$th vector of the canonical basis. At the $n$th iteration, the extrinsic LLR values corresponding to coded and interleaved bits can be calculated using the max-log simplification [27]. In the following, we call this scheme conventional combining.

2) Recursive Combining Strategy: Note that, in conventional combining, the receiver requires the computation of matrix inverses $B_0^{(k)^{-1}}, \ldots, B_{T-1}^{(k)^{-1}} \in \mathbb{C}^{N(k) \times N(k)}$ at each turbo iteration. This involves a complexity order cubic against $N(k)$. Furthermore, the signals received at time slots $1, \ldots, k$ and their corresponding channel frequency responses (CFRs) have to be stored in the receiver. The implementation of such a combining scheme is feasible if the number of virtual receive antennas $N^{(k)}$ is less than the number of transmit antennas $M_S$, i.e., $N^{(k)} \leq M$. However, when $N^{(k)} > M$, this approach requires a huge memory size that increases with the increase in the number of relaying time slots. It also involves a high computational complexity due to multiple inversions of large-size matrices. In [17] and [18], we have introduced an efficient recursive implementation strategy where both computational load and memory requirements are quite insensitive to the number of retransmissions. In fact, to prevent the computation of $N^{(k)} \times N^{(k)}$ matrix inversions, we apply the matrix-inversion lemma [28]. This allows us to express the inverse $B_i^{(k)^{-1}}$ as

$$B_i^{(k)^{-1}} = \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2} \left\{ I_{N^{(k)}} - \Lambda_i^{(k)} C_i^{(k)^{-1}} \Lambda_i^{(k)^{H}} \right\}$$

where $C_i^{(k)} = \sigma_i^2 \Xi^{-1} + \Lambda_i^{(k)^H} \Lambda_i^{(k)} \in \mathbb{C}^{M \times M}$. This reduces the implementation cost since the complexity order becomes cubic against $M$ instead of $N(k)$. To relax the constraint put by the memory space required for storing received signals and CFRs corresponding to all relaying time slots, we introduce two new variables, $\tilde{X}_i^{(k)}$ and $\tilde{D}_i^{(k)}$. The first variable $\tilde{X}_i^{(k)}$ allows us to store received signals. It is calculated using the following recursion:

$$\begin{align*}
\tilde{X}_i^{(k)} &= \tilde{X}_i^{(k-1)} + \Lambda_i^{(k)^H} \Upsilon_i^{(k)} \\
\tilde{D}_i^{(k)} &= 0_{M \times M}.
\end{align*}$$

Note that the size of memory required for storing received signals and CFRs becomes linear in the number of virtual transmit antennas, whereas it is insensitive to the number of virtual receive antennas. By using the matrix-inversion lemma, we rewrite the expression of soft MMSE packet combining as

$$z_f^{(k)} = \Gamma_{T,M} z_f^{(k)} - \Omega_i^{(k)} \hat{s}_f$$

where $\Gamma_i^{(k)} = \text{diag}\{\Gamma_0^{(k)}, \ldots, \Gamma_{T-1}^{(k)}\} \in \mathbb{C}^{TM \times TM}$ and $\Omega_i^{(k)} = \text{diag}\{\Omega_0^{(k)}, \ldots, \Omega_{T-1}^{(k)}\} \in \mathbb{C}^{TM \times TM}$ denote the new forward-and-backward filters, respectively. They are given as

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2} \left\{ I_M - D_i^{(k)} \right\} \\
\Omega_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2} \left\{ \Xi + D_i^{(k)} \right\} \\
\Upsilon_i^{(k)} &\triangleq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} \Gamma_i^{(k)} D_i^{(k)} - \Upsilon_i^{(k)}
\end{align*}$$

3) Hybrid Combining Scheme: In cooperative ARQ systems where decoding is performed at each relaying time slot $k$ (at the level of the destination node $D$), the use of recursive combining is not always the best solution to reduce the implementation cost. This could occur for overloaded configurations where the destination node has less antennas than the source node, i.e., $M_D < M_S$. We therefore propose the following hybrid scheme.

The proposed hybrid combiner switches between conventional and recursive combining. Indeed, during the first time slots when $N^{(k)} < M$, the hybrid receiver uses conventional combining since the cost required for computing matrix inverses is less than that of recursive combining. In the course of relaying time slots when the number of virtual receive antennas becomes greater than that of virtual transmit antennas, i.e., $N^{(k)} > M$, the receiver switches to recursive combining to reduce the computational complexity. The hybrid turbo combining algorithm is summarized in Table I(a) and (b).
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$B_0^{-1}, \ldots, B_{T-1}^{-1} \in \mathbb{C}^{N(k) \times N(k)}$ at each turbo iteration. This involves a complexity order cubed against $N(k)$. Moreover, the signals received at time slots $1, \ldots, k$ and their corresponding CFRs have to be stored in the receiver. This translates into a memory size of $2TN(k)(N(k) + 1)$ real values. While in recursive combining, both computational load and memory requirements are quite insensitive to the number of retransmissions $k$. In fact, the matrix inverses in (41) involves a complexity order cubic against $M$. A memory size of $2TM(M + 1)$ real values is required to store the two variables $\overline{D}(k)$ and $\overline{y}(k)$ in recursions (39) and (38), respectively. Note that, in the hybrid combiner, the memory space is used by both combining schemes (i.e., by the conventional scheme when $N(k) < M$ and the recursive scheme when $N(k) > M$). We therefore choose a fixed memory space of size $2TM(M + 1)$ that suits both combining schemes.

Table II summarizes the complex multiplications (CMs) involved in matrix inversions and the memory size required by the different combining schemes. In Table II, $N_{it}$ denotes the number of turbo iterations.

Table III shows a quantitative complexity evaluation for a cooperative system using up to three time slots to transmit one symbol packet, i.e., $k = 1, 2, 3$, where $M_S = M_{R_2} = M_{R_3} = 2$, $M_D = 1$, $T = 258$, and $N_{it} = 3$.

At each time slot $k$, this cooperative system can be viewed as a point-to-point MIMO system with $M = 3$ transmit antennas and $N(k) = k$ receive antennas. During the first transmission, i.e., $k = 1$, the complexity of conventional combining is significantly less than the one of recursive combining. In fact, the matrix-inversion CMs required by conventional combining is $1/8$ the number of CMs required by recursive combining, and the required memory size is only $1/3$. However, a receiver using conventional combining requires a memory size that linearly increases with the number of retransmissions $k$ and a complexity order cubic against $k$. Therefore, after three transmissions, conventional combining becomes the worst combining scheme in term of complexity requirements. At $k = 3$, memory size and number of matrix-inversion CMs required by conventional combining are, respectively, two times and more than three times greater than those required by recursive combining scheme. By using hybrid combining, the receiver has a low computational load during the first time slot, i.e., $774$ CMs, while maintaining invariable computational complexity during the second and the third time slots, i.e., $6192$.

### V. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the iterative decoding scheme, it is more appropriate to show the performances in term of BLER. Here, we present BLER performance of the proposed combining strategy for different relay configurations. Our main focus is to demonstrate the gain offered by the considered turbo combiner.

We consider a system configuration similar to that presented in Section III-C, i.e., $l_{SR} = l_{RD} = l_{SD} = 1$, $L = 3$ equal power paths with the same path-loss exponent $\kappa = 3$, and the link average power is $A_{AB} = (l_{AB})^{-\kappa}$ with $A = S$ or $R$ and $B = R$ or $D$. We assume that the source and DF relays use the same BICM scheme, where the encoder is a 1/2-rate convolutional code with polynomial generators $(35, 23)$. and the modulation scheme is quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). The semirandom interleaver depth, which is set to the length of the code bit frame including tails, is 2048 bits. The CP length is $T_{CP} = 3$. For SISO decoding, we use the max-log-Maximum a posteriori probability decoding algorithm [29]. The iterative MMSE receiver at the destination runs three turbo iterations. We consider relay-assisted systems with one, two, and three relays.

First, we show the BLER gain offered by the proposed combiner for heterogeneous multirelay system where both DF and AF relays are used to assist the communication between the source and the destination. For this purpose, we consider a cooperative relaying system where the source can use up to two relays to assist the transmission between the source and the destination. We assume a heterogeneous cooperative system where one of the two selected relays uses selective DF
scheme, whereas the other relay uses AF scheme. To evaluate the performance gain provided by the proposed combining strategy, the conventional LLR-level packet combining\(^{12}\) is used as a reference. In Fig. 7, we consider the case where the source node and relay nodes are equipped with two antennas, i.e., \(M_S = M_{R_2} = M_{R_3} = 2\), whereas the destination node is equipped with only one receive antenna, i.e., \(M_D = 1\).

Fig. 7 shows that the proposed combiner outperforms the conventional LLR-level combiner. At \(K = 2\), if the selected node is the DF relay, the \textit{virtual-antenna}-based combiner outperforms the LLR-level combiner by more than 1 dB, at \(10^{-2}\) BLER. This gap becomes more than 3 dB, if the selected node is the AF relay. If the cooperative system makes use of the two relay nodes, i.e., \(K = 3\), the \textit{virtual-antenna}-concept-based combining strategy offers a gain of 1 dB over the LLR-level combining strategy. Now, we turn to the case where the source node and relay nodes are equipped with three antennas, i.e., \(M_S = M_{R_2} = M_{R_3} = 3\). As the previous case, the destination node is still equipped with only one receive antenna, i.e., \(M_D = 1\). For this configuration, the proposed scheme offers higher diversity order than LLR-level combining.

In Fig. 8, we observe that the LLR-level combining curves tend to saturate for high SNR\(_SD\) values, whereas the \textit{virtual-antenna}-based combiner has better steeper slopes of BLER curves at \(K = 2\) and \(K = 3\). This means that the proposed turbo combining has higher ISI cancelation capability than LLR-level combining. This result is due to the fact that, in \textit{virtual-antenna}-based combining, each time slot is considered as a set of virtual \(M_D\) receive antennas. This allows the time diversity to be efficiently exploited. Moreover, for the proposed combiner, the two-relay system clearly outperforms the one-relay system, i.e., the gap is more than 5 dB.

Now, we focus on a modified selective DF scheme with a multirate transmission and evaluate the diversity gain of the proposed relaying scheme over a conventional hybrid ARQ. For that, we consider a source node with \(M_S = 4\) transmit antennas, a destination node with \(M_D = 2\) receive antennas, and three relay nodes equipped with the same number of antennas, i.e., \(M_{R_2} = M_{R_3} = M_{R_4} = 2\). In this \(S \rightarrow R\) unbalanced link, the DF relay can never correctly decode the received signal packet. Therefore, the packet retransmission is performed by the source instead of the relay at time slots 2, 3, and 4. To overcome this unbalanced link problem, \textit{virtual antenna} packet combiner can be implemented at the relay side. In Fig. 9, the legend \textit{direct link} refers to the case where no packet combining is used at the relay side and packet retransmission is always performed by the source, whereas the \textit{proposed scheme} refers to the case where \textit{virtual antenna} packet combiner is implemented at the relay side. In these simulations, we assume that all relays are at the same distance to the source and the destination, i.e., \(l_{SR} = l_{SR_2} = l_{SR_3} = l_{SR_4} = 0.3\). Fig. 9 shows that the

\(^{12}\)In LLR-level combining, turbo equalization is separately performed for each transmission, and right before SISO decoding, extrinsic LLRs are simply added together with those obtained at the last iteration of the previous time slot.
proposed scheme and the direct link have similar performances for $K = 2$. This result is due to the fact that, during the second time slot $K = 2$, in both cases, DF relays fail to correctly decode the received signal and the packet is directly retransmitted by the source. For $K = 3$ and $K = 4$, we see clearly that the proposed scheme outperforms the direct link. In the case where $S \rightarrow D$ link experiences fast fading, the performance gap, at $10^{-2}$ BLER, is more than 3 dB for $K = 3$ and 5 dB for $K = 4$. This performance gap becomes more important in a slow-fading environment, i.e., more than 14 dB. This performance gain is due to the fact that, in the proposed scheme, relays $R_3$ and $R_4$ make use of the broadcast nature of the channel and receive the signal packet retransmitted by the source during the second time slot. By combining the multislot received signals, each relay creates an additional set of virtual receive antennas and overcomes the unbalanced link problem. Therefore, in the proposed scheme, during time slots 3 and 4, DF relays play the role of packet retransmitter instead of the source and thereby creating an independent channel that translates into an increase in the diversity order that appear clearly steeper in the BLER curve.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated efficient turbo packet combining strategies for multislot cooperative ARQ systems using AF, selective DF, and modified selective DF, operating over multiple-antenna frequency-selective channels. First, we proposed an appropriate communication model to mask the cooperation and simplify the application of virtual-antenna-based combining. Then, we examined the outage probability of the considered relaying schemes. We showed that the studied relaying schemes outperform each other depending on the relay location and demonstrated that the multirelay transmissions provide better diversity gain than the conventional hybrid ARQ. Using a unified communication model, we extended the turbo packet combiner inspired by the MMSE criterion to the case of cooperative ARQ systems. The unified communication model presents an important ingredient in the proposed combining scheme for cooperative ARQ systems as it allows us to view each received signal during the relaying slots as a direct retransmission from the source. Finally, we presented simulation results and showed that the proposed packet combining strategy provides better BLER performance than the conventional LLR-level combining.
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